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FACULTY FUMING OVER 
DISCRETIONARY AWARDSOn Thursday, March 8, eleven faculty members were presented with the “ Discretionary Award”  in recognition of distinguished faculty performance beyond con­tractual duties,.The award was a first of its kind at Daemen. A reception was held in their honor in Schenck Lounge that after­noon. Out of a faculty and ad­ministration numbering 160, only 20 showed up.Certain recipients have ex­pressed an embarassment over receiving the award. Still many other faculty members are voic­ing a protest over the way in which these awards were allo­cated. The Faculty Senate has gone on record in opposition to the way the award criteria was formulated and utilized. The Stu­dent Association is soon to fol­low with its own statement con­
cerning the awards. What exact­ly is at the center of this up­roar that has inspired various means of protest?The administration’ s primary consideration for granting these awards was outside publication during the 78-79 academic year. In the case of departments such as A rt and music items such as “ one-man shows”  and perform­ances were taken into considera­tion. A memo was sent to all the faculty members explaining the nature of the awards and that it was a self-nomination proce­dure. Dean Curtis reviewed the list of nominees. She then sent the names of the finalists to President M arshall for his ap­proval.The nature of the protests have been varied. One of the strongest complaints regarding
the matter has come from D r. Edward Cuddy of the History and G o v e r n m e n t  Department. D r. Cuddy, a faculty member of long standing, has published exten­sively in the past and has or­ganized various culturally or­iented campus activities -  the most recent was the Harrington lecture in March of 78. Yet he was one of many productive fa­culty members who was over­looked during the selection pro­cess.In a protest letter to Dean Cur­tis , D r . Cuddy cited a most im ­pressive list of publications and academic activities. In the letter he asked, “ . . .  was all this just a fart in the wind?”  D r. Cuddy further stated, “ My present bit­terness will pass. Not so the psychological quandary you have left me in. Upon hearing the
news, my wife asked me how I could justify my plans to spend most of-next summer in research and writing.”  Other faculty mem­bers who have acquired a note­worthy list of publication and research completed during times of internal strife at Daemen (Ros­ary Hill) share a sim iliar view with D r. Cuddy. Evidently the issue goes beyond a matter of professional pride.In an interview with The A s ­cent, D r . Cuddy commented on the lack of faculty input into the award selection process. “ There was no input by the faculty re­garding the criteria established and virtually no input into the selection process of the final winners.”  The absence of fac­ulty involvement is the thrust of the protest.D r. Charles Reedy, President
erf the Faculty Senate, added that the Senate has gone on record as apposed to the method in which the awards were allocated. “ The Faculty Senate came up with a procedure for merit pay last year but the administration selectively employed some and disregarded others.”According to M r. Peter Sied- leck i,. Vice-President of the F a ­culty Senate, the situation has become a “ matter of euphan- ism s.”  Last year’ s Salary Com­mittee proposed that a certain amount be set aside to upgrade certain base salaries. This mon­ey was to be used for such t h i n g s  as the “ discretionary awards.”  “ The issue of mehit pay was avoided by simply giv­ing it another name.”
continued on page 4
Bachelor of Science Program Expanding 
to Include Major in Nursing
Editor’ s Note: This article was intended as part of the A SCEN T’ S continuing s e r i e s  of in-depth looks into the various concentra­tions available at Daemen. The Natural and Health Sciences were supposed to be covered, but when the announcement was made that a Nursing program was to be instituted, as part of the Natural and Health Sciences, it was com­bined with the survey of the Science concentrations. What fol­lows is a look at Daemon’ s science fields, with an emphasis cm the future extensions of the program.
“ The Board of Regents has authorized Daemen College to award a B JS. in Nursing,”  an­nounced D r. Robert Marshall in an interview on March 12. M rs. Virginia Kiely, has been named as Director of the new nursing program here.“ There is a tremendous de­mand in the community for the program ,”  M rs: Kiely stated. “ It has not been approved pre­viously because of finances,”  not a lack of interest.This is  a major expansion of the Natural and Health Sciences programs, which formerly in­cluded majors in Biology, Natural Science, Medical Records, Med­ical Technology and Physical Therapy, with a total of 365 students enrolled as of the Spring semester 1979. It is anticipated that the new B JS. with a Major in Nursing will have an enroll­ment of one hundred for the Fall sem ester. It is also possible that up to ten new faculty members will be added to instruct courses in the p rogram .: “ The emphasis (erf the program) is health as­sessm ent,*' M rs. Kiely com­mented. This would consist of qualifying the nurses to perform
a physical examination the same as a physician? The program would be designed especially for R .N .’ s , Associate’ s Degrees and diploma Nurses. It would con­stitute an “ upper division pro­gram for nurses,”  according to the new Director.This type of program will be in increasing demand in the future; it is one of the requirements necessary to meet with new leg­islation that is about to be passed. There is a b ill, which ,has a l­ready appeared before the leg­islature twice, that would stipu­late that all nurses attain a B .S . in Nursing by 1985. Presently, the majority bf nurses have only an Associate’ s or three-year de­gree.The BJ5. in Nursing concept was founded ten years ago by Kellogg University. At this time there are only approximately 150 other colleges and universities that offer a sim ilar nursing cur­riculum ,-but none are in the immediate Buffalo vicinity. This would make the program at Dae­men an attractive alternative for nurses who are seeking a B JS . degree, but are unable or un­willing to leave the general lo­cality.The style of the course work will also be a positive aspect of the program. The college will accept up to 60 credits of previous work in A .D . or diploma pro­gram s. The remaining 68 credits must be completed at Daemen, and will be set up according to the student’s needs. If she or he has worked or studied in a particular field, such as Gerontology or I .C .U . care, the courses cor­responding with that area may be waivered. Each student will be provided with the option to choose a major clinical field, and specialize in that field under the supervision of a faculty mem­ber and a specialist outside the college.
In order to develop an ap­proved program, the Board of Regents requires the establish­ment of a Faculty Board. Several professors have already con­tacted the college to express in­terest in being instructors here, and the staff has one professor at this time.M rs. Kiely, in addition to her position as director, will also be employed as a full-tim e profess sor. She has acquired a number of degrees in a wide range of fields, including a Bachelors in teaching Pediatrics, and a M as­ters in Public Health from the Teacher’ s College of Columbia University, an M .S . in Counseling and Placement from Niagara Un­iversity and an M .S . in Psych­iatric Nursing and an M .A . in Interpersonal C o m m u n i c a -  from SUN YAB. She is currently a Doctoral candidate atSt. John’ s in Jam aica, New York. M rs. Kiely'' is also married to D r. Kiely, Chairman of the Biology Department at N i a g a r a  Uni­versity.In their attempt to develop the Faculty Board, D a e m e n  will strive to acquire instructors of high caliber. M rs. Kiely noted that they “ will have a Masters in the clinical area they will be teaching.”  *The establishment of a strong, / qualified faculty will be the first step in accrediting the Nursing program. Although they will not be eligible until after the gradua­tion of the first class, the college will work on the criteria for accreditation from the beginning. “ We will be working on N .L .N . (National League of Nursing) ac­creditation, but cannot apply for four years.”  claim s M rs. Kiely.Daemen will begin accepting applications immediately for the falj sem ester. Since three years ago, when the idea of establishing a program was initiated, Admis­sions has received over 500 ap­
plications, all of which are on file . M rs. Kiely points out that “ The number has i n c r e a s e d .  There will be no problem filling the program.”“ We are optimistic about the program not only for the nursing, but also for die support it will give other courses at Daemen. It is a gigantic move.”The addition of the Nursing program is not the only expansion in the Natural and Health Sci­ences. Pending-E.P.C. approval, the Natural Sciences major will extend research seminars into the freshman and s o p h o m o r e  years, as required courses. They are presently available only in the upper division students. D r. Albert Wang, Chairman of the
TV Cp>
Natural and Health Sciences Con­centration, feels that this supple­ment to the program will serve “ to stimulate the interest of students among the freshman class in science . . .  to stay in, and not drop out.”
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I believe that every American citizen (that includes college stu­dents) has certain unalienable rights, such as life , liberty, the pursuit Of happiness . . . and peaceful m eals. Lately, however, students at Daemon have been denied this. We are assaulted with a barrage of announcements over the PA system every time we sit down to eat.To give credit where credit is due, some of these announce­ments are original and amusing. But the majority are made in a droning, monotonous voice, that goes <»i and on and On with an­nouncements that are repeated as many as three times at one meal -  which means if you go to lunch and dinner five times a week, it is possible to hear each announcement upwards of twenty tim es. It is always the same boring formula: “ the X club is sponsoring X activity on Friday, X  month at X  time, in X  social room. Tickets are X  amount with Daemen I .D .,X  amount with­out.”  At which time you would sincerely like to X the person who is making the' announce­ment. It is too bad that the an­nouncers are never upstairs to see the irritation that accomp­anies each repetition of an a ll-  too-fam iliar statement, or to hear the expletives that greet each new onslaught of announce­ments.Not only are most of the an­nouncements boring, they are made more irritating by the fact that they are made in a monot­onous voice, usually loud enough upstairs to force all conversation to cease. If this practice is to
NOTE: The editorial comments which appear in the Ascent are not necessarily the views of the entire staff. Any comment con­trary to these opinions is wel­comed. Letters to the Editor will be published anonymously and the authorship will be kept con­fidential if  desired, so long as the author signs the letter.
EDITING -  Biblographical R e­search, Eleanor B . Colton, Ph.D. 222 Anderson Place, Buffalo, New Y ofk 14222. T e l.: 886-3291 (ex­cept March 30 -  A pril 2).
continue, perhaps Student Life should invest in a workshop on public speaking for their mystery D .J . ’ s . Or a muffle for the m icro­phone: every time the ever-pre­sent voice booms, at 700 decibels, “ MAY. I HAVE YOUR A T TEN ­TION P L E A S E ,”  whatever food was going towards my mouth ends up someplace west of my ear. The extreme loudness of the an­nouncements makes it impossible to be selective -  you Have to listen, like it or not. I don’t.What this whole system of announcements comes down to is an invasion of privacy. It should be everybody’ s right to set down to a meal and enjoy a conversa­tion or a food fight with a few ¿lose friends. There is absolutely no need for these announcements to be repeated until everybody has them memorized (except thé an­nouncers, judging by the amount of mistakes constantly made). There are other ways to com­municate to the students at Dae­men . . .  there are posters or flyers; there is the ASCENT or the newsletter. And, understand­ably, sometimes announcements are unavoidable. But ten minutes of announcements out of a twenty minute lunch is avoidable, not excusable. There are enough pet­ty interruptions in an average day without having meals dis­turbed, also. S o m e t i m e s  the meals are disturbing enough on their own.So, next time the voice booms “ M AY I HAVE YOUR A T TEN ­TION P L E A S E ,”  h o p e f u l l y ,  e v e r y b o d y  will scream back “ NO!”  It’ s happened b e f o r e ;  maybe this time, the ‘voice’ will listen".





In a r e c e n t  press bulletin mailed to the ASCENT office, the statement was made that th e  Letter-to-the-Editor page was possibly the most interest­ing facet of a college newspaper. I think so, too. Which might explain why so many people say that the ASCENT is uninterest­ing. We don’t HAVE a Letter- to-the-Editor page; we don’t get any letters to the Editor. Not that there is any lack of mail in box 419. Unfortunately, the bulk of it comes from places like the Buffalo Zoo. I ’m sure Dae­men students can go one step higher than the Buffalo Zoo — or can they?L a t e l y ,  opinions have been coming to me second-hand. Com ­plaints are not even made di­rectly to me. Strange people in raincoats and dark glasses stop me on the w ayhom e from the library, and whisper: “ You’ re gonna G ET  IT . Rocky didn’t like the A R T IC LE  you wrote.”  And I say, to a ll the people who send their hit men to tell me off: either come and tell me yourself, or WRITE A LETTER  TO THE EDITO R. And don’t pick on the staff people. They are directly responsible to me.
I sincerely wonder what it will take around here to force people to air their opinions. Perhaps some strategically placed fire­crackers in the seats of the chairs at D .S . would do the trick. Certainly, there ARE opinions held by SOME people around here. I think there are, anyway. I hope so. LORRAINE E . LE SLIE
Open
I would like to take this time to thank everyone who helped with the Open House that took place on Sunday, March 4, 1979,There were many favorable comments about the college, fac­ulty, and students.At this time, I would also like -to acknowledge the»f o i l  o w i n g  clubs that participated in the Open House:AscentBlack Student CaucusEpoxy Executive CommitteeEverybody’ s ClubM . E .N .C .N . Y .S .C .E .Phi Beta Gam m a.Psychology ClubSigma Omega ChiSki ClubStudent Association
Thanks again!!!Debbie White,Admissions Counselor
THE ASCENT




Have you made any plans for upcoming events? Why not take advantage of what Dae men’ s Mus­ic  Dept, has to offer within the next few weeks.A major attraction, A Clinic/ Workshop for Band Directors and students will take place on April 2-4. D r . W illiam D . Revelli, D i­rector erf Bands and Professor of Music EM ER ITU S, University of Michigan will hold hourly ses­sions at which time he will hear nine high school bands perform two selections apiece. The nine bands will be directèd by their perspective directors. D r . R e- velii will critique each band and then conduct the bands himself.In preparation for his Wednes­day evening concert with the Am ­herst Central High School and North Tanawanda American L e ­gion Post bands, D r. Revelli will hold open rehearsals free of charge on Monday and Tuesday evenings.On Tuesday, the afternoon re­hearsal will be devoted to a de­monstration at which D r . Revelli will comment extensively on re­hearsal techniques, interpreta­tions, etc.On Wednesday afternoon, from 2:45-3:30 p .m „ D r . Revelli will lecture on, “ The Place erf the Symphonic Band in T o d a y ’ s Am erican M usical L ife ,”  after- which will follow a reception for the talented and well-known Band Director.There will be another import­ant event, A Composition Work­shop for High School students and also a Recital of works by Dae- men’s Assistant Professor of M usic, D r . Chester L . M ais.
The Composition Workshop, scheduled for A pril 8, will run from 1:00 p .m . to 5:00 p.m . Within that time span selected works by high school composers in the western New York area will be read and performed by members of the Contemporary Chamber Players of Ithaca. The works will be discussed by a panel consisting of members of the Daemen College Music faculty and the performing musicians. Two awards, one for $50.00 and one for $25.00 will be given to the two best composers of the student compositions.In the evening, 8:00 p .m ., the works of D r . M ais will be heard in a performance by the Con­temporary Chamber Players of Ithaca, assisted by Professors Virginia Kniesner and Claudio Vasquez, both of Daemen Col­lege, by Sue Vasquez of Buffalo and by Professor Brian Israel of Syracuse University.Take advantage of these R e­citals mentioned, or check the calendar of M usical events within the coming month.D r . N ess, Chairman of the Music Dept., invites EVERYONE to come to the music events. He feels strongly that, “ music plays a vital role at Daemen College but few students take advantage of the opportunity.”  There has been just a handful of students present at past recitals and con­certs, and as D r . Ness states, “ by not showing, they missed the joy of music and education.”So come one, come all and enjoy some great events that are provided for your interest in music as an art and also for pure enjoyment.
U .1 Í
A MONTH OF 
MUSIC EVENTS
Thursday, March 29, at 9:30 p .m . -  The Daemen College Ja z z  Ensemble in the Ratskeller
* *  * *Monday through Wednesday, A pril 2 -  4 — Workshop/Clinic for High School Band Directors and Students with D R . WILLIAM R E V E L L I, Director of Bands and Professor emeritus, University of Michigan (co-sponsored by the Daemen College Advisory Com­mittee on the A rts). CONCERT -  Wednesday at 8:00, at Amherst Central High School Auditorium (Dr. Revelli will conduct the ACHS and the No. Tonawanda Am erican Legion Post symph­onic bands). * * * *Saturday,, April 7 at 8:00 p.m .-  Ronald Sigeti, piano (Senior Recital)
* * * *Sunday, A pril 8, at 1:30 p.m . COMPOSITION WORKSHOP FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTSSunday, April 8, at 8:00 p.m .-  Recital of Compositions erf CHESTER L . MAIS, composer -  in — residence at Daemen C ol­lege
Sunday, April 22 at 8:00 p.m .-  ALUMNI R EC IT A L: Cheryl Hudson, soprano* * * *Monday, April 23, at 8:00 p.m .-  F A C U L T Y  R EC IT A L: Cheryl Gobbetti, flute
* * * *Wednesday, A pril 25, at 8:00 p .m . -  THE SE E G E R  PIANO COMPETITION
* * * *Friday, April 27, at Î2 :00 noon- David Sisson, tenor, at St. Paul’ s CathedraL* * * *Saturday, A pril 28 at 1:30 p.m .-  Seminar on Lute Tablature and Guitar Master C lass with M ich­ael Andriaccio and Arthur Ness
*  *  *  *Saturday, A pril 28, at 8:00 p.m .-  F A C U LT Y  R E C IT A L: Michael Andriaccio, guitar
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W E ’LL  A W A R D  A $ 2 5  
PRIZE FO R TH E  B EST  
ENTRY SUBM ITTED O N  
O R  BEFORE  
A PR IL 2 5 ,1 9 7 9
RULES
1. ALL ENTRIES MUST BE ON AN 
8" x 10" PAPER OR POSTER 
BOARD.
2. PEN OR PENCIL DESIGN ONLY.
3. OPEN TO ALL DAEMEN 
COLLEGE STUDENTS.
4. ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED 
AT THE ASCENT OFFICE ON OR 
BEFORE 4 P.M, APRIL 25, ,1979. ,
5. ALL ENTRIES BECOME PRO­






I S T V A N  O R K E N T ’ S play C A T SP L A Y , showing now at the S t u d i o  Arena Theatre, is a charming mixture of the bur­lesque and the poignant. The plot centers around a woman dealing with the loss and gain of friend­ships and loves late in her life . C h a r l o t t e  Jones, the leading character, adds a. true touch of realism  to the play. She did a brilliant performance as a character player, and expressed great lines erf comedy. To tell the plot would _ ruin the exper­ience for the audience. But I will say that you will enjoy it. Another critic , whose name I cannot mention, stated that, apart from the excellent plot line, the action was dragged out a bit. I am incline^ to agree with that.The supporting c h a r a c t e r s  were also of a magnificant cali­bre. A ll of them have performed (xi and off Broadway, as well as on several television programs. The best supporting characters would undoubtedly be Lois Markle as Paula: a ‘ catty’ woman if ever there was one. Mousey, portrayed by Patricia Wheel; a gentle and timid woman seeking friendship. And David Pursleyas V ictor V ivelli, a frustrated op­eratic tenor, who’ s past the prime of his career, and can’t help but try to make love to every woman he sees.If this play does nothing else, it dispells the myth that every­thin g-is lost in the translation. From  the translation in Hungar­ian to English, it’ s hard to be­lieve that anything at all was lost in this play. I highly recom­mend it on the condition that you’ re prepared to sit through a play that would be just as good half an hour shorter.STEPHEN PAU L SCH AEFER
Leaves D aemen
Brigid WezowiczM rs. B r i g i  d Wezowicz left Daemen Friday, March 16. She is moving to Long Meadow, M as­sachusetts where her husband was transferred to a different company.“ I think Daemen is a unique school . . .  opportunities abound for anyone to pursue their in­terests.”  It especially proved to be an opportunity for M rs. Wezowicz to expand her own interests.M rs. Wezowicz came to Dae­men in Ju ly  of 1977 to assume the duties of Coordinator of A ca­demic Advisement. During the summer of 1978 her duties ex­tended to Affirm ative Action Of­fice r . ‘ One of her roles involved advising the handicapped students on campus. The following fall sem ester, she was made A s ­sistant to the Vice President of Academic A ffa irs .She and her husband, John, were “ surprised”  at the news of his transfer. “ We had no
idea that this was going to hap­pen.”  The prospect of return­ing to this area of the country is an exciting one for them. “ It will be like going home.”M rs. Wezowicz has already sent resumes to a couple col­leges in the area. “ I’m hoping to find an administrative posi­tion in Academic A ffa irs .”  She explained that this type of posi­tion combines her interests -  working with students and admin­istrating.M rs. Wezowicz, whose per­sonal college experience was at large universities, (West V ir ­ginia University and the State University of New York at Buf­falo), is “ certain that I would like to go to a smalL school.”  She explained that in small col­leges one is able to easily copi- municate with e v e r y o n e  on campus.A s for her experience at Dae­men, M rs. Wezowicz said, “ To me it’ s a wonderful place.”  She admitted that “ nothing’ s perfect”  and they’ re will inevitably be problems. “ It’ s small enough that people can talk to each other. Minor problems don’t have to become major ones,”  she added.“ I don’t think I could ev^r equal the job I have here. The job is the people you work with,”  M rs. Wezowicz commented. She found the students, staff and fa­culty at Daem enlo be “ coopera­tive, c o n c e r n e d ,  and profes­sional.”“ I truly regret having to leave this position. It’ s hard to give up something you like .  .  . something that’s personally re­warding.” Cathy Castellano
OSCAR, BATHSHEBA A N D  D ILLIN G ER
This is a Psychology Dept.?
Students of the Experimental Psychology C lass at Daymen C ol­lege finished m id-sem ester pro­jects working with a n i m a l s .  Here’ s a brief summary of their achievements:MIKE RISMAN -  Had his rat “ Bathsheba”  climb up an incline plane about 80 degrees, where, once it reached the top of the screen ladder, it had to nudge a bell with its nose. Mike was tempted to change its name to Quasimodo.WENDY BOTTOMS -  She had her rat walk a tight-rope. A pos­sible gig with the Wallendas is being negotiated.
Connie McQuestion with subject of her report.
W ILLIE DUNN -  Had his fish called Oscar jump through a plastic hoop. W illie thinks his next step might be working with killer whales at Marineland.W ALLACE SMITH -  Trained his rat “ Dillinger”  to stand up « I  his legs at the sound of a bell.CONNIE McQUESTION -  Had her rat go through a tunnel and then through a maze.T R A CY  M ILLE R  -  Had her rat go over a bridge and to the side of it to receive food that was stored in drawers. The in­teresting thing about the experi­ment was that the food was put in different drawers every trial, so the rat had to find it after going over the bridge. The rat seemed to find the food every tim e, which may have been done through the rats sense of sm ell.M ARY LLO YD  -  Had her rat distinguishing between a round hide and a square hole. Mary would put either a round or a square peg in the box, the rat would store it in the proper space.KIM SPOON LEY -  Had her rat run a complex maze.BARBARA BROWN -  Had an alarm  clock ringing at one end of the maze, and her rat at the other. The rat-would run the maze and then shut the alarm  off at the end of the maze for a reward.
kLINDA TEDARO -  Had her gold fish distinguish between a tr i­angle and a circle . The fish would have to nudge the triangle for reinforcement. But, the posi­tion of the triangle was changed randomly from the right side to the left and vice-versa, (alternat­ing with the circle). The gold fish only nudged the triangle.PINA INFURNARI -  Fish  would swim to a submerged bobber with" a black stripe for its food.LO RI RICUPITO -  Had her goldfish running through a “ T ”  maze and the fish would follow the arrow to the correct side.BARBARA R EV E T T E  -  Had a fish maze colored in different shades. The goldfish she used distinguished the colors as sig­nals for it to turn a certain direction. W h a t ’ s interesting about this project is the way Barbara punishes her fish for going the wrong way. What she does is , she detains the fish in a certain corner of the water maze for a brief period of tim e.DONNA WITTIG -  Had her rat Koho playing soccer. What he would do is cradle the marble in his mouth, run up to the net, and toss the marble into a net for a food reward. A contract from the NY Cosmos is in hand, but dickering over the dollar value continues.
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Cockroaches, Scientists Think, 
May Be The Major Survivors 
Of A Nuclear War.
Radiation and contamination from nuclear 
weapons would make the world 
uninhabitable 
for the rest of us.
Our country has twice directly threatened 
the Russians with nuclear weapons.
And now we’re building more sophisticated, 
more accurate missiles and warheads 
that will make a first strike of military 
targets appear feasible 
andattractive.
The Pentagon claims that we could 
“survive" a retaliation 
and win a nuclear war.
Sounds absurd, doesn’t it?
Only the roaches are smiling.
FELLOWSHIP OF RECONCILIATION 
Box 271, Nyack, New York 10960
I’m concerned about survival.
Send me:
: More information on the new weapons 
systems and the arms race
: A disarmament petition
, Ideas for what I can do on campus
Name................................................................
Address............................  ......... Zip
DEAN REGARDS
Towards the end of last year, a handful of faculty members was seeking the right to collec­tive bargaining, but no final de­cision was ever made towards organizing a faculty union. Prior to the uproar over the faculty awards the issue had taken a backseat. “ Too often faculty members were afraid to state their beliefs but this has out­rages so many people that now they are willing to speak up.*’ Echoing D r. Cuddy's sentiments, M r. Siedlecki added “ This is just one more insult. It has worked to solidify the faculty in re­sponding to unionizing."Though there's always a con­cern over a lack of communica­tion between the administration and the faculty in any academic institution, the problem at Dae-' men seems to be one of colleg- iality. The Faculty Senate's primary concern is that basic AAUP guidelines have been vio­lated. The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) sets forth two basic requirements on the matter of faculty involve­ment in financial issues such as this in its Statement on the Role of the Faculty in Budgetary and Salary Matters (1972):A . Clearly understood chan­nels of communication and the accessibility of important in­formation to those groups which have a legitamate in­terest in it.
B . Participation by each group (governing board, president, and faculty) appropriate to the particual expertise of each. The Natural Science Depart­ment has voiced additional com­plaints. Along with disapproval over limited faculty input, D r. Alexander Pleshkewych of the Biology. Department commented that “ there is no way a single person can be the judge erf so many curriculum s.”  Section V of the AAUP Statement erf Gov­ernment of colleges and Univer­sities (1966) states that “ scho­lars in a particular field or activity have the chief compet­ence for judging the work of their colleagues." It goes on to state that “ The faculty should actively participate in the de­termination of policies and pro­cedures governing salary in­cre a se s ."Another problem faced by the Science Department is an over­whelming student load. D r. Pleshkewych noted that many science teachers at Daemen are carrying twelve-hour loads. “ With no budget for equipment or research and with such a load, how can we expected to compete with professors from UB who are sometimes carrying as little as three hours.?" The AAUP Statement on Faculty Workload (1969) says that “ It is very' doubtful that a continuing effort in original inquiry can be
maintained by faculty carrying a teaching load of more than nine hours; it is worth noting that a number of leading universities desiring to emphasize research have already moved or are mov­ing to a six-hour p olicy ." This leads to a further question with demands such as continued re­search and publication placed upon our faculty, what's going to happen to teaching quality at Daemen? “ The students suffer in the end when I have to ship out to Roswelll for so many hours a week." commented D r . Plesh­kewych.What does the administration have to say on the matter? Dean Curtis explained that the awards money was part of à salary package approved this year. The recipients of the “ Discretionary Aw ard" will receive a thousand dollar salary increase every year while at Daemen. The awards were presented for work com­pleted outside a teacher's con­tractual duties. Upon receiving the faculty's letters of self-nom­ination and documentation of pub­lications, the Dean then reviewed the names submitted. She ex­plained that in the course of her decision she consulted depart­ment chairmen and outside ex­pertise such as the student eval­uations of teachers when it was deemed necessary. The one ma­jor condition was that those nom­inating themselves must possess
UNCOMMON WOMEN Deals With College Life
Karen Sommer, Mary Needham, and Helga Chmielowski
Daemen Theatre’ s spring pro­duction, Uncommon Women and Others will be presented Sunday, April 5th to the 8th. It deals with college life; therefore it should be easy for all to relate to it. In fact, in some parts, we will be able to see bits and pieces of ourselves, as well as others we know, because it deals with
things we’ve all experienced. The play is humorous and yet still has something to say.. Thé play opens with a reunion of five close friends and class­mates, six years after theirgrad- uation from Mi;. Holyoke C ol­lege. They compare notes on their lives, loves and aspira­tions since leaving school. In a series of flashbacks we learn of the experiences which forced each of them to Come to grips with the changing expectations of womanhood in the early 1970's.In order to get a better idea of what the play is a ll about, here are a few views of those par­ticipating in it. Chris Wilson,
Assistant Professor of Theatre A rts, had this to say about the play, “ Thè women in the play are given a definition of what they should become, that is the ‘ un­common woman’ id ea l."  Both Chris Wilson and Darleen Pick­ering Hummert, the Guest di­rector of the play, agreed that men today are in the same situa­
tion as the women in the play. On the one hand, we have a lot of opportunities to achieve, but on the other hand, we find our­selves lacking and needing se­curity in ourselves. When all things are possible, no one thing is sure.Chris Wilson added to this by saying that perhaps “ at one point in history, women knew they were going to grow up like their mothers and grandmothers and they didn’t have to worry so much about finding themselves. With extended opportunities came more responsibilities, including the responsibility to choose and decide."
Although the title might infer that the play is exclusively for women, it can have meaning for everyone. The underlying plot is about men and women, What is expected of them by society. The play deals with hoe different peo­ple try to achieve this. Chris Wilson describes the underlying plot to be “ people trying to find themselves in society, a univer­sal dilem m a." Diana Collins, a cast member had this to say about the play: “ The play is about women with great expectations that they were suppose to live up to, but never fulfilled, their goals were too high., and thé women were never satisfied ."The general view of a few cast members was that the women in the play have alot going for them, but they don’t achieve be­cause they want to be this ideal woman and end up becoming “ the others.”An interesting fact about this production is that more people showed up to audition and to work on crews than in the past. Many of these people were not theatre m ajors. Both the cast and the director of “ Uncommon Women" emphasized that they welcome eyen greater participation in the future.The cast includes: Peggy B ar­nett, a sophomore in Physical Thearpy; Helga Chmielowski, a junior in Theatre A rts; Diana Collins, a junior in Theatre A rts; Michele Fitch, a freshman in History and Government; Linda Gibson, a freshman in Theatre A rts; Edie Greune, a part-time student in English; Mary Need­ham, a junior in Natural Sciences; Karen Sommer, A freshman in Theatre A rts; C laire  Starkey, A sophomore in History and Gov­ernment.The guest director is Darleen Pickering Hummert; Scene De­signer: Chris Wilson, Assistant
Professor, and Costume Design­er, Toni Smith Wilson, part-time instructor in Theatre A rts. Pro­duction Coordinator, Jim  Dalton, a junior in Theatre Arts; Stage M a n a g e r ,  Stephanie Doyle, a freshman in Theatre A rts and Music Coordinator, Rita Thomp­son, a sophomore at Daemen.The Theatre Department would like to give a special thanks to all those in production crews:
Andrea Gustafson, Janice H all, Patty Hughes, Charles Mucha, Elizabeth Regdos, B ill Snyder, and Mary Schryver.Curtain Time will be at 8:30 p.m . in the Theatre Building on campus. Ticket prices are: $1.00 with Daemen I.D . and $2.00 for all others. For Further informa­tion, call 839-3144 between 11:00 a .m . and 2:00 p.m .Laurie Van Deusen
Peggy Barnet and Karen Sommer
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DILEMMA AS A "NO-WSITUATION
(continued from pagethe proper terminal credentials in their fields, “ If you want to have a good college y<xi damn well ought to have a faculty that's been properly credent- ialed.”  Dean Curtis commented.
Upon reviewing the list of can­didates, Dean Curtis said that out of ten awards to be granted, she recognized that either nine or eleven faculty members were worthy of the award. “ There was no way I could bring it to
ten ."  the Dean said. “ The P res­ident accepted my recommenda­tion for eleven aw ards." The list erf those chosen for the award, along with a list of those who were not, was sent to the P resi­dent for review. He accepted Dean Curtis' recommendations.In response to the complaint of the lack of faculty input, the Dean said that it was difficult when so many faculty members, department chairmen, and F a ­culty Senators were applying for the award. “ It appeared that the only way to utilize faculty would to have the administration hand­pick them and this would have been viewed as self-serving to the adm inistration." Though the Dean assured that some depart­ment chairmen had been con­sulted, only two had been ap­proached (Mi the matter.Student evaluations were used as an assurance that these teach­ers were performing uptostand- ards. “ Teaching is contractual, we expect our teachers to be good. The evaluations were only to assure m yself that yes, so and so was a good teacher." The Ascent has been informed that a few teachers who were selected for the award had, in fact, received low student eval­uations.
The decision regarding the awards was solely administra­tive. “ It's part of my job as D ean ," M s. Curtis explained, “ to know what is appropriate work in
the various fields.1—It’ s some­thing that must be learned quick­ly in a job like th is ."
The Dean cited that the reason for only considering work pub­lished within the 78-79 academic year, was because the emphasis was placed on current publica­tions. “ This .was spelled out to the faculty in the memo that went out. It would have been difficult to make this the result
of a life 's  work. A teacher may have published extensively in his/ her first seven years here but may not have produced anything in the last seven,"
. S o m e  objections have b e e n  raised over the fact that it was a s e l f - n o m i n a t i o n  D r. Plesh- kewych commented that an award of this nature shpuld be insti­tuted and awarded by peers. Dean Curtis pointed out that it’s dif­ficult to try to maintain a cur­
rent record of what’ s been pub­lished. “ The most recent data would come from the persons them selves."
The Dean sees this as a no- win situation. “ It’ s difficult to apply for something and not get it. But with no rewards there is no incentive."
Comments from the recipients of the “ Discretionary Award" have been varied. Out of the eleven that were honored, half were randomly i n t e r v i e w e d .  Many were sympathetic with their colleagues who are protesting the matter, while others supported the administration’ s decisions.
D r. Robert Morace of the En­glish Department feels that the administration was completely within its rights, “ Decisions of this nature are always left totally up to the administration at larger universities." In addition, he felt that, considering the sizeo fD ae- men’ s English Department, there was no one else within the de­partment specialized enough to pass judgement on his publica­tions.
He feels that the Senate can­not assume a betrayal of faith in regards to the lack of faculty input. “ M arshall is not com­mitted to do what the Faculty Senate suggests. What the Sen­ate may have suggested was not passed as law ."
Considering the lack of ade­quate research facilities on this campus, D r. Morace commented that one should scale down the type of research to fit the in- sitution. “ My area is textual bibliography and I can’t do that here. But, I don't throw up my hands. There’ s life he re for other things. Though, I imagine it would be difficult in the sciences. But you simply adapt accordingly-or find another job in which you can do the kind of research you want to do. It all comes down
to the question Of how separate is teaching from research?"
The published brochure of the recipiants refleets the haste in which it was put together. C er­tain published workis do not cite journal entry while others are of dubious nature. The Dean ex­plained that it was a m atterjrf working against time in getting the booklet out. D r. Morace com­mented that it casts a shady light on the situation. “ It’s unfort­unate because it lends support to those who are going to criti­c iz e ."  He would have liked to have seen a more complete list of publications submitted by the faculty. “ The faculty themselves should have turned in more ac­curate lis ts ."
D r. Richard Qimb^lo, of the Psychology Department, ex­pressed the sentiment that merit increase is a concept “ whose time has come. It*s important to reward people“ for doing out­standing jo b s ."  B uLD r. Cimbalo sees the method that was used to determine who would receive the awards as extremely inap­propriate. “ That kind of decision shouldn’t be made by one or two adm inistrators."
D r. Cimbalo co-chaired the Committee for Faculty Develop­ment last year with M rs. P al­umbo of the History Department, “ We submitted a list of criteria for merit increases. A procedure sim ilar to what we recommended should have been used which incorporates faculty, Chairper­sons, and adm inistration."
“ The eleven faculty members that were chosen this year were probably the most deserving," commented D r. Cimbalo, “ But there’ s no guarantee that this will be the case in the future. It may be based on something very arb itrary." He feels that the Dean was wrong in concluding that the faculty shouldn’t have been consulted on the basis that too many had applied themselves. “ Faculty input is crucial. If a chairperson or faculty senator was in contention for the award and was also participating on the selection committee the Dean should temper what that person said and even consult col­leagues."
D r . Cimbalo feels that the Dean was justified in looking only at the last year. “ It was a valid indication of productivity. But there are two separate is ­sues here. One must differentiate between anger over merit in­crease to up the quality of fac­ulty, or whether the protest is over the procedure. 1 heartily disagree with the latter."
The recipient from the Soc­iology Department, D r . Anthony B lasi, was honored for-the recog­nition. “ There should be a merit system in which awards are given out for publication or some equi­valent.”
1) .Concerning the matter of fac­ulty input, D r. B la si commented that the Dean herself did not decide whether or not each piece of publication was good or bad. “ The editors of the journal, the museum directors are the people who make these decisions, who evaluate the work. The Dean only looked at a list of publications that have already been ap­proved." D r . B lasi stressed that he made it a point to include letters from publishers regard­ing the reviewing process. “ Somebody who keeps abreast of the particular field has already made the professional judge­m ent." But D r. B la si agreed that “ it's nice to have faculty input on a regular b a s is ."
D r. Charles Sabatino, a mem­ber of the Religion Department,
expressed regret over the way in which the awards presentation turned out. “ Though I’m not as­cribing blame, more divisions came out of it a l l ."  Though he did appreciate the recognition and the raise in salary, D r . Sabatino suggested that less momentary emphasis should be placed on such things as publishing and research. “ Reading, discussion,, and writing are essential to teaching. The key is to keep learning so that we can teach.”  He would rather see an exchange of ideas and a sharing of papers through a faculty forum. “ That would be more essential than a lis t ."
“ Those of us who do the re­search should be equally re­warded, not on the basis of who is  necessarily more successful at one tim e.”  commented D r . Saba­tino. “ Publishing isn’t second­ary, but 'there are more im ­portant aspects to teaching. It’ s a matter of what we em phasize."
D r. Jam es O’ Leary of the Phil­osophy Department sees this as a matter of not looking back but rather a time to look quickly to the future. “ We should all sit
down together between now and June and decide on a method of encouraging the things we want to encourage." He does not feel that teaching was de-emphasized. “ We’ re being paid for another aspect of teaching."
One possible suggestion D r. O 'Leary made to alleviate the problem is to establish a larger research fund. “ A broad base committee, which would include faculty, administration, and the student body, could be formed to review ideas and needs of faculty who need money or time off for research. Maybe now is the time to encourage such things as the sabbatical." He feels that more advancement should be made in the direction of the number of contact hours a faculty member has with his students. “ Research shouldn’t harm work in the class­room ."
Whatever alternatives are con­sidered, D r. O’ Leary feels that it should be a collective action. “ This raises some very funda­mental questions. We should be very clear about what we ex­pect. There needs to be more deliberation. I don’t believe any­one ought to expect to become rich through teaching at Daemon or any other college. There’ s a m o r e  fundamental reason for staying."
How has this uproar affected students? T e rri Marble, P resi­dent of the Student Association, said that the,primary concern is that Daemen as a teaching in­stitution may be going beyond its goal by pressuring teachers to do research and publications. “ This may take away from teacher ac­cessibility on cam pus."
This issue extends into every facet of the college community and its effects will be felt for some time to come. The fervor has not yet died down and we are yet to see all the conse­quences. But perhaps the air will be cleared concerning some very fundamental issues.
Andrea Marie Ross
Recipients of the "Discretionary Awards-”Anthony J .  B la si, Pn.D . -  A s ­sociate Professor of Sociology Richard S . Cimbalo, Ph.D . -  Professor of Psychology John H. Hanson, Ph. D . -  Assistant Professor of English Jam es K .Y . Kuo, M .A . -  Pro­fessor of A rtSaraswathi S . M agil, Ph. D . -  Associate Professor of Mathe­matics -Chester M ais, Ph. D . -  A s ­
sistant Professor of Music Robert A . Morace, Ph. D . -  Assistant Professor of English Jam es F .  O ’ Leary, Ph. D . - Associate Professor of Philo­sophyCharles J .  Sabatino, Ph. D . -  Assistant Professor of Religion Victor Saks, P h .D . -  Associate Professor of Mathematics Carol A . Townsend, M .F .A . -  Assistant Professor of Art
“IT S  D IFFIC U LT TO APPLY  
FO R  SO M ETH IN G  A N D  
N O T G ET IT”
“READING, D ISCUSSING , 
A N D  W RITIN G  ARE  
ESSEN TIA L TO TE A C H IN G ”
“N O W  IS TH E TIM E  
TO  EN C O U R A G E  
SUCH TH IN G S  
AS TH E SABBATICAL ”
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Science concentration Survey -
continued from Page 1
One difficulty that Natural S c i­ences majors have encountered is that upon entering the research seminar in their senior year, they are unaware of the research re­quirement; that is available to supervise them, what areas to  ̂ choose, and the methods of re­search. “ I didn’t even know I 
h ad to do research until I was a junior,”  was one student’ s com­ment cm the subject.The new courses will help to alleviate this problem by grad­ually initiating students to the re­search concept, starting in the freshman year. The second year will provide the students with an opportunity to ‘ ‘ listen and par- ticipate in discussion and re­search” , thereby furthering their understanding of the process, according to D r. Wang. The in­college supervisors, such as M r. Thomas Maass and D r. Phyllis Alexander, will visit the classes, and explain the fields of research available in their department. The different areas, and the pos­sibility of working under an out­side professor probably mostly from U .B . or Roswell Park, will also be examined. This will allow the student to develop a general idea of what research topic they would like to choose in their junior year. .“ This is a new concept put into rationale,”  is the opinion of D r. Wang. “ It is one step for­ward.”  When the student enrolls in Junior Literary Survey, they will be able to make their minds up quick” , and save time that up until now has usually been wasted.In an earlier interview, D r. Wang discussed the Science pro­gram and its future. One of points he was emphatic about was his concern^with dispelling the rumors that the department is faultering in its quality. Although it/is true that there are less students than in previous years, this “ does not effect the quality of the program .”  He suggested that anyone who believes the pro­gram is decreasing should look at the course offerings in the past, and compare them with the curriculum of the present. “ It is not fair to say they are going downward, the rumors are un­fa ir ,”  believes D r . Wang.A s evidence of this, he notes the new and expanded areas of research open to the students. In addition the Pure Science de­partment has only one professor who has not attained a terminal degree. “ This was not true in the late sixties and early seven­tie s ,”  D r . Wang recalled. Most of the instructors in the past had only M asters or Bachelors de­grees.When discussing the declining enrollment, D r. Wang noted that there is a “ decrease in student interest in the Natural Science program, (it’ s been the) national trend since ten years ago.”  In the “ Rationale F o r Revision Of
The Biology And Natural Science Degree Program s”  submitted to the E .P .C . on February 16 of this year, it is stated that this national trend may be caused by students’ preference in gen­eral for a job-oriented curricu- . lum while attending college.”  E f­forts are now being made to re­vitalize some of the degree pro­gram s, to fit the needs of the students.Another science_concentration has recently benefitted from al­terations in curriculum. T h e  Medical Technology department recently received official notifi­cation of the accreditation they attained in 1977. M rs. M arq R i- cotta, Program Director of Med­ical Technology, feels that the added courses, which were de-' veloped from the years 1976 to 1979, are directly related to the improved functioning of the pro­gram . “ When they go to the c l i n i c a l  site, they are well equipped to function there, as result of the Med Tech lab on campus.”  The four courses are two credits each, and center around clinical lab methods.Medical Technology has proved to be one of the most successful programs on campus. The de­partment can guarantee place­ment in a clinical laboratory, in the senior year, at six area hospitals, “ We- have affiliations with six hospitals in the commun­ity. We are actively working with their hospitals in preparing sen­iors for the clinical profession.”  What are the opportunities open for a Natural or Health Sciences major? If  a student graduates from Med Tech or Medical R ec­ords, they have already com­pleted most the education nec­essary to enter into the pro­fession directly. Out o f l a s t  year’ s graduates, seventy-eight percent of the Med Records stu­dents are presently working in the field. Sixteen of seventeen Med Tech graduates have attained positions, many of them in the Buffalo area. According toCaren Weinstein, Director of Career Planning and Placement, “ Med­ical Technology and Medical Rec­ords are career oriented and directed, while the remainder of the Natural Sciences are “ not quite so directed.”“ It works for and against you, (in the pure sciences, biology, etc .,)  you have more freedom to choose one direction over the other, in that you are getting a broader background. But on the other hand, there aren’t as many opportunities.”  *Possibly the bottom line to all this is the students. What is it that they want from their studies at college? Those in the Allied Health fields (P .T ., Med Tech and Med Records) have a fairly set curriculum they must follow. The majority of their courses are based on the spec­ialized field they have chosen.But, The Pure Science students are faced with a different ap­proach, the courses and lab work seem to be more generalized. These students are the ones who probably decide the worth of the curriculum, whether the labs and lectures are effective.“ The department should be redesigned to classical sciences, such as Pre-M ed, Biology and Chem istry,”  was one student's view. “ Right now we seem to be getting a splish-splosh of everything.”  X  Another student would like to see a major in Chem istry, and a higher level physics course, more advanced than the one P .T . and other m ajors are required to take.
DEVIL DOHERTYS
COLUMN
There is a lot to be said about living in a small suburban city. But I  won't go into that; there’s too much senseless pro­fanity in print already. Actually, it’ s not all that bad, considering I’ve lived in one for 18 years and they’ve not taken me away yet.
“ A lot of people I know who graduated with a Natural Sciences degree come back and take up something else, like Med. Tech. They get out and they find-Natural Science, what good is it?”  Na­tural Science is okay in that you have all those courses, but it would still look better to have s o m e t h i n g  specific like Chem­istry .”‘ So-there is a look at the Science c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  at Daemen. Whether the more specialized Health fields or widely diverse Natural Sciences provides a bet­ter preparation can always be argued. But the fact remains that Science programs are expanding and extending their boundaries. How far is  a question that can only be answered with the future.Denise M . Siuda
My residence is established in North Tonawanda, which is derived from an old Indian ex­pression meaning “ where the water ripples over the rocks” , or something like that. The sea­soned citizens of this community know the true meaning to be “ where industry creates foul­smelling air between the week­day hours of 9 a .m . to 5 p .m .”  (Technology marches on.) *N.T.' (as we know it) is located be­tween Niagara F alls  and Buffalo (yeah, the city with the infe­riority ' complex). Contrary to What you are now thinking, u- pon occasion we are slighted from snow while blizzards * rage on all around us. When Western New York is sleeping, North Tonawanda children walk along barren sidewalks thinking every step. “ Aw, how come we didn’t get that two an’ a half feet o’ snow?”  Well, one stray step into the next county would an­swer that question.Of course, we have our few high points of interest. We have A  theatre, A  shopping plaza and A  daily newspaper. Each has its own unique peculiarities. F o re x - ample, film s arrive at the R i- viea six months after they have been to local theatres. This is unfortunate, because during that time your friends have told you all about the movie—including the ending—and by then you’ve lost all desire to see it. The film s that do come when the rest of the universe is seeing them are usually nature movies on a limited engagement, and as luCk would have it one is busy the very last day it is shown be­fore it vanished from the face of the earth.
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XEROX QUEST LEADS TO DR. MARSHALL
An investigative reporting assignment that started in the Marian Library ended last week in the President’ s Office.Asked to write an article on the problems being encountered by the erratic behavior of the Xerox machine in the library, it took only a short time to realize there was more involved than was readily apparent. The machine, which had alternated for months between spewing out faded, spott­ed copy and stealing its custom­e rs ’ dimes, was obviously in need of replacement.Librarians Leslie Sedola, Rose Zajac and Lynette Howell participated in a recommenda­tion, whifch the business office proceeded to follow up on.Enter this reporter, pen in hand and scrappy notebook under arm . The librarians, led to be­lieve by higher authorities that the recommendation had been turned down, were advised to collect instead written com­plaints from irate students and faculty members using the pre­sent xerox machine. M s. Sedola and M s. Howell suggested I talk
with M r. McCarthy in the busi­ness office, as they had not been sufficiently briefed beyond that and therefore could not supply me with enough information for an article .M r. McCarthy was unfailingly polite and apologetic. The differ­ence in the leasing price between our out-dated machine and a new­er one was too substantial to even consider. A much wiser solution would be to purchase a new machine, as it would pay for it­self within two or three years. (Ms. Sedola estimates that a few hundred people use the xerox each week, an average monthly accumulation totaling $500.00). Unfortunately the budget could not allow for that -necessary initial capítol, explained M r, McCarthy.Innocently inquiring where the funds came from then for the new ditto machine in the print room (which only faculty can use) and expressing concern that the stu­dents cannot use the copy machine in the R egistrar’ s Office when the Xerox equipment is out of order (as the faculty can), I was referr­ed to Dean Curtis.
The Dean, charming and help­ful, explained that the machine is not through the library, which comes under her domain, but th­rough the Business Office. I was then referred back to M r. M cCar­thy’ s co-worker, Sister Angelice.Sister Agelice sweetly denied having much of anything to do with the machine in the library, and referred me to D r , M arshall, who did.I was not only exhausted at this point, but seriously quest­ioning the necessity of a new madhine. Despite the hundreds of people using it, only a few students and faculty members had taken the time to respond to a note-attached to the machine— asking dissatisfied users to sub­mit their written complaints.If no one, save a handful of people, actually cared, was it worth it?Some people thought so. Nec- cessary to make copies of arti­cles and papers, one professor saw the Xerox equipment as an essential part of any modern college, and pointed out how de­meaning, not to mention tim e-
T h e  P oth ole T h a t A te
B u ffa loIts beginnings were humble. An overweight snow remover nicked up a section of the street, no bigger than the width erf a handspan. After the next
No cme is sure when the first vehicle disappeared, or what be­came of its inhabitants. Rumor has it that hubcaps alone were not satisfying the threatening g i-
/  A^PJñ-
snowfall it lay quietly under the crystallized moisture awaiting its tim e.The weather changed. The temperature moved upwards from below zero to a shade above it. The rains came. They dropped water on the road sur­face which diffused under the pavement.The road moved. It expand­ed from the moisture. The tiinp had arrived. /It,too, grew. Pieces of tar broke away from the sides, first too miniscule to notice, and then greater hunks, monstrous clods of the road.Cars began to swerve as they approached, respecting with awe what this creature would do to. the life systems of their auto­mobiles. They attempted to pro­tect axles, wheel bearings, muf­fle rs , tires and hubcaps. The latter was in special danger, as this particular ogre derived its diet prim arily from hubcaps.It could no longer be avoid­ed. An entire lane of thè high­way was blocked by the stupen­dous monstrosity. Man stopped in its wake, slowly, carefully, gently navigating through it.
ants’ appetite and it had gra­duated to complete ca rs, first Volkswagons, then Cadillacs, and finally, in desperation to satis­fy its hunger, Mac trucks. The drivers were simply dessert.The thing had other needs. Spring was dawning, a time when men’ s fancies turn to thoughts of love. Being of male gender, it noticed a slightly sm aller, very attractive female counterpart on the next block. Sending messages with the cars it did allow to pass, the fiend declared undying love, and shyly suggested that they live together on the same street. (It was not an overly moralistic creature.)They reached out to each other and began tobroaden their bound­aries, until they became one. They claimed two full city blocks as their home.Now that he was feeding two,, m o re . transportation vehicles were swallowed. They advanced, to buses. Due to the excess of “ dessert”  found on them, both male and female began to grow obese.Soon the pitter-patter of little feet was expected. In an effort to make their children’ s lives
comfortable, the young couple a- gain added an addition to their abode, this time encompassing four surrounding city blocks.A fter their birth, the new arrivals were placed in the ex­pansion until they were old enough and strong enough to feed them­selves. When one of the young captured a motorcycle all by- itself, the proud parents knew it was time to present them with streets of their own.It began to look as if they would continue their dynasty hap­pily ever after.Then, disaster struck! A city highway truck, armed with all the weapons of warfare, tar, shovels, and big, strong, work­e rs , arrived on the scene. Mo­torists cheered. The baby mon­sters cried.The battle was long and hard fought, but in the end good won over evil. The city was saved. The dreaded terror was conquer­ed, filled in at last. The reignof the pothole ceased------Denise Siuda
consuming, racing constantly to the U .B . Xerox Center would be.The librarians saw a danger of increased mutilation of perti­nent materials due to student frustration with the continued ill-performance of the machine.M s. Howell also pointed out that the noise element presently involved is extremely annoying to those attempting to study. The newer machines have eliminated this problem.
These various arguments and dilemmas running through my mind, I arrived for the meeting with D r. M arshall.Cordially ushering me into his office, the president invited me to brief him on my mission. Then, crinkling his eyes and flashing a sm ile, he announced a (very) recent decision— a new Xerox machine for the library would be purchased within the next few months! Expressing his regret at having to eliminate the dramatic edge of my article , he walked with me to the door.With the swallowing of sur­prise at the unexpected outcome came the realization that the ex­ercise had not been in vain. Three interesting revelations had come out of the assignment:One, we actually do need and will use the new Xerox machine.Two, the first floor upper echelon are rather vague, but de­lightfully friendly.And finally, this investigative reporting is not all its cracked up to be. ------C laire Starkey
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Somebody has a BINGO! Refreshment time after the Bingo game.
On Wednesday, March 21st, the first day of Spring, Sigma Omega Chi 
Sorority sponsored a '"Welcome Back Spring" party for Amherst Senior 
Citizens. Danny Neaverth, WKBW disc jockey, and Spring and Sprong, 
two clowns from Daemen, provided diversions and entertainment. Every­
one had a wonderful time, and hopes another party will be forthcoming. 
Chairman of the event was Renee T. Watson, '79.
Good Grades... A Result of Concise Notetaking
An important factor in get­ting good grades in college is your ability to take clear, w ell- organized class notes. Listening carefully to the instructor’ s lec­ture and writing down the impor­tant points is the key to suc­cessful notetaking. The process of listening and writing at the same time will a lso  help you understand. A few basic techni­ques can help.The purpose of class notes is to record the instructor’ s lesson in a manner that will allow you to review and under­stand the material afterwards. Your objective, therefore, is  to outline the main and supporting ideas and facts so that they are clear and understandable.Write rapidly in your own form of shorthand. Don’t try to take down everything -  keep to the main points. Develop your own style of abbreviating and condensing the important data. Some people leave out vowels, for instance, or use only the first syllable, and omit articles and obvious verbs. Common ab­breviations and symbols found in most dictionaries-can often be of great help.Instructors* teaching methods will differ. You’ ll have to be a - lert to each one’ s style and organization. Often they start each c la ss with an overview or outline and use it as a framework for their lecture. T h is, of course,
is a good reason for being punc­tual.Outlines, diagrams or lists that instructors write on the board are usually important. It is a good idea to record these in your notebook, unless you know that the same material is already covered in your text­book.Indenting and spacing will help make your, notes more readable. Start a new line out to the left for an important heading. Indent subheads under this and so on.Start a new page for each cla ss, with the date and topic heading the page. When a new major topic or division is in­troduced, begin another new page so that you Will have enough room to record the appropriate material under it.A lined 81/2 x 11”  notebook is  recommended. On the front cover you can paste your work schedule, as well as your name, address and phone number in case you ever misplace it. You can keep all your class notes, and the instructor's handouts, in this one book by tabbing sections for each course. You can also add or delete notes or fresh paper as you need to. Most stu­dents, by the way, find that notes made in pen are much more le­gible and durable than those in pencil.It is  best towrite on the right-
hand pages only. You can then make your own study, review your textbook notes on the left- hand pages.Jo t down questions as they occur to you in class and hold them for the appropriate moment. They might be answered or be­come unimportant in a few m i­nutes. But if not, you'll want to have them answered either in class or later.Be alert to the instructor’s tone, emphasis or questions.. These may be clues to things that will appear on an exam. For example, if Professor Smith says, /'Five important reasons for the treaty w e re ....”  or “ Re­member n ow ....” , you can be sure those are things to be re­corded.C lass lectures and textbook assignments do not always paral­lel each other. Your classnotes
will reflect the instructor's ap­proach to the topic, but you might find it helpful to make ad­ditional notes from your text­book on the left-hand page a - cross from your class notes.Design your notetaking sys­tem so that you have sufficient room to record the instructor's m aterial, your reading notes and your review notes on one page or two opposite pages.Remember, review your class notes as soon as possible after the session has ended. In this way you’ ll be able to correct, clarify or fill-in  where neces­sary .This review time will also be critical in helping you remem­ber the class material when it is fresh in your mind.One style of notetaking, de­veloped at Cornell University, has been very helpful to students. On every right-hand page, draw a vertical line from top to bot­tom, 2 1/2 inches in from the left side. In class use the large 6 inch column on the right for recording the lecture material. After class and during study times, use the sm aller left-hand column for making your own review notes. By marking down the key word, idea or fact, it can help you remember what you are studying and help you review for exam s. Some students find it helpful to use a colored marker or pen during review to underline the important words
or phrases.Completing textbook or read­ing assignments before each class will help minimize note­taking in c la ss . You will know whether the material under dis­cussion is in the text or not. You will already have underlined the important ideas in the book, so you won’t have to duplicate these points when the instruc­tor makes them. Instead of taking down these same facts write “ refer to textbook chapter.”Typing or rewriting notes is normally a waste of tim e, if they are legible, accurate and complete it is much more pro­ductive to spend your time re­viewing the notes, reading your text and keeping up every day and bvery week with your stu­dies.This feature is one of a series developed for students by col­lege textbook publishers. A book­let on this subject can be ob­tained free by writing to A A P  STUDENT SE R VICE , Association of American Publishers, Inc., One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. Other booklets in this series are: HOW TO GET THE M'DST OUT OF YOUR T E X T ­BOOKS, HOW TO  PREPARE SU C C E SSFU LLY  FOR EXA M I­NATIONS, HOW TO IM PROVE YOUR READING SK IL L S , and HOW TO BUILD YOUR WRIT­ING SK IL L S .
